Introduction {#s1}
============

Imagine the voice of a close friend when you laugh together, or a piano playing your favorite song. Auditory imagery is a complex process by which an individual generates and processes mental images in the absence of sound perception---"hearing with the mind\'s ear." Auditory mental images can be so vivid that they resemble the real experience of hearing, and they can be as accurate as representations arising directly from sensory input ([@BHV134C36]). They facilitate several cognitive and motor processes. In music performance, for instance, imagery supports action planning, formation of expectations about upcoming events, and interpersonal coordination ([@BHV134C41]; [@BHV134C64]). Functional neuroimaging studies have shown that the network of brain regions engaged during auditory imagery minimally includes the superior temporal gyri (STG), parietal, motor, and premotor cortices, the inferior frontal gyrus, and the supplementary motor area (SMA) ([@BHV134C75]; [@BHV134C25]; [@BHV134C88]; for a meta-analysis, [@BHV134C57]).

The involvement of STG in auditory imagery has been suggested to reflect the reconstruction of sound-like representations via higher order cortical mechanisms, contributing to the subjective experience of "hearing" ([@BHV134C46]; [@BHV134C85]). The superior parietal cortex is associated with the manipulation of imagined auditory events, for example when the task requires participants to mentally reverse the notes of a melody ([@BHV134C86]). Frontal regions are assumed to underlie general control, working memory, retrieval, and semantic processes ([@BHV134C88]). The SMA and premotor cortices seem to be directly involved in generating auditory images ([@BHV134C21]; [@BHV134C25]), implicating an intimate link between sensorimotor and imagery processes. Consistent with the idea that auditory--motor interactions may be involved in auditory imagery, in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, [@BHV134C42] showed that the premotor cortex and SMA are active both when professional singers overtly sing an Italian aria and when they are asked to imagine the act of singing as vividly as possible without performing any movements. Functional imaging work has additionally revealed that auditory imagery recruits brain networks that also respond to heard auditory information ([@BHV134C87]; [@BHV134C44]; [@BHV134C85]; [@BHV134C25]). For instance, [@BHV134C87] asked participants to make pitch judgments about words taken from familiar tunes in an imagery condition, in which there was no auditory input, and in a perceptual condition, in which participants could actually hear the song. Common activations were found across conditions despite the differences in input, including the temporal and frontal lobes, the supramarginal gyrus, midbrain, and SMA.

We have a good picture of the functional networks that are active during auditory imagery tasks, but a common aspect to many of the available studies is that findings are based on group averages---similarities across individuals are privileged over interindividual differences so that general processes may be inferred. Less is known about the predictors of individual differences in how people experience auditory images, or about which neural systems account for these differences. These questions matter, as behavioral data reveal considerable variability in how well individuals perform on tasks that engage imagery abilities, e.g., judging whether or not a final probe note of a scale is mistuned when the initial notes were played but the remaining ones had to be imagined ([@BHV134C36]). People also vary widely in how vividly they experience auditory mental images, as measured by self-report on the Bucknell Auditory Imagery Scale (BAIS; [@BHV134C67]). In that study, higher vividness of imagery predicted better accuracy in a pitch imitation task in which participants reproduced sequences of pitches, suggesting that the sensorimotor components of imagery play a role in planning and guiding vocal imitation. In 2 fMRI studies, individual differences in the BAIS correlated with blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) responses in the right superior parietal cortex during a task involving mental reversal of melodies ([@BHV134C86]), and in the right STG, right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and left frontal pole during imagery of familiar tunes ([@BHV134C25]).

Crucial to the understanding of interindividual differences in imagery is the question of whether they are determined by the local structure of gray matter. A growing number of studies indicates that individual differences in a range of basic and higher order cognitive functions are reflected in brain structure, as measured using techniques such as voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and diffusion tensor imaging (for a review, [@BHV134C40]). Differences in brain structure have been reported among groups of experts, such as musicians ([@BHV134C27]), taxi drivers ([@BHV134C81]), and phoneticians ([@BHV134C30]), as well as in samples from the general population. For instance, among people with no particular expertise, increased gray matter volume in the left thalamus predicts enhanced ability to adjust to degraded speech ([@BHV134C14]) and, in the right anterior prefrontal cortex, it predicts the ability to introspect about self-performance during perceptual decisions ([@BHV134C16]).

In the present study, we examine for the first time whether differences in brain structure predict differences in how auditory images are subjectively experienced. Gray matter volume was measured using VBM, and auditory imagery was evaluated in terms of perceived vividness, as well as in terms of perceived control over mental representations, that is, the ease with which people can change or manipulate representations ([@BHV134C67]; [@BHV134C20]). Two additional novel questions were addressed. First, we combined VBM and fMRI approaches to investigate whether the structural predictors of imagery co-localize with systems that also play a role in the processing of heard auditory information. Importantly, in addition to looking at co-localization, we examined possible co-variation between interindividual differences in auditory imagery and in the patterns of online functional responses to auditory input. Electrophysiological studies have shown similar modulations of the N100 component by imagery and sensory-based auditory processes ([@BHV134C62]), and imaging studies have reported common activations during imagery and auditory processing ([@BHV134C87]; [@BHV134C44]; [@BHV134C85]; [@BHV134C25]), a result suggestive of converging mechanisms. However, because co-localization does not necessitate shared function (e.g., [@BHV134C80]), more direct evidence for links between the processing of heard and internally generated auditory information is needed. Second, in an additional VBM study, we aimed to determine the extent to which the structural predictors of auditory imagery reflect the operation of mechanisms that are specialized to auditory information. To that end, links with visual imagery were investigated. Research on imagery is typically confined to a single modality, but some fMRI studies suggest that whereas the STG may play an auditory-specific role, the SMA, premotor, parietal, and prefrontal regions may be involved in imagery within and beyond the auditory domain, forming a modality-independent "core" imagery network ([@BHV134C13]; [@BHV134C57]; [@BHV134C8]). Therefore, the current study takes advantage of combining behavioral with structural and functional measures to shed new light on the neural underpinnings of interindividual differences in auditory imagery, and on how these differences may reflect mechanisms shared with sensory-based processing and the operation of supramodal processes.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Participants {#s2a}
------------

Seventy-four participants were included in the study looking at the structural correlates of auditory imagery (*M*~age~ = 42.61, SD = 17.11; range = 20--81; 40 female). None reported a diagnosis of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Written informed consent was collected and ethical approval was obtained from the UCL Research Ethics Committee. All structural scans were reviewed by a neurologist to identify anatomical abnormalities that could affect their suitability for VBM; this led to the exclusion of 2 participants of the 76 initially included. No participants had significant cognitive impairment (all participants aged ≥50 years completed the Montreal Cognitive Assessment, *M*~score~ = 28, max 30; SD *=* 1.68; range = 25--30; [www.mocatest.org](www.mocatest.org)). The participants\' age range was wide because these data were collected as part of a larger project on neurocognitive ageing. All participants completed the forward condition of the digit span test of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III, [@BHV134C79]; average number of digits correctly recalled = 7.08; SD *=* 1.21; range = 4--9). Short-term memory is highly correlated with working memory and intelligence ([@BHV134C11]) and, therefore, it was used as a proxy for general cognitive abilities. Thirty participants had some degree of musical training (*M*~years\ of\ training~ = 6.03, SD = 4.47; range = 1--20).

From the 74 participants, 56 completed the fMRI study examining brain responses during auditory processing (*M*~age~ = 47.05, SD = 17.23; range = 20--81; 31 female).

Forty-six participants took part in the follow-up VBM study looking at the links between auditory and visual imagery (44 of them also participated in the first VBM study; *M*~age~ = 47.13, SD = 17.83; range = 20--81; 24 female).

Materials {#s2b}
---------

### Individual Differences in Imagery {#s2b1}

To assess auditory imagery, we used the BAIS ([@BHV134C67]; [@BHV134C20]), a self-report measure that includes 2 14-item subscales. The first subscale focuses on "vividness" of imagery: participants are asked to generate a mental image of the sound described in each item, and to rate its subjective clarity in a 7-point scale (1 = no image present at all; 7 = as vivid as actual sound), for example, "consider ordering something over the phone; the voice of an elderly clerk assisting you"; "consider attending classes; the slow-paced voice of your English teacher." The second subscale focuses on "control" of imagery: participants are asked to generate mental images corresponding to pairs of items, and to consider how easily they can change the first image to the second image (1 = no image present at all; 7 = extremely easy to change the item), for example, "consider ordering something over the phone; image a---the voice of an elderly clerk assisting you; image b---the elderly clerk leaves and the voice of a younger clerk is now on the line." Most of the items cover vocal and musical sounds, with only a minority of them focusing exclusively on environmental sounds (3 items in each subscale; e.g., the sound of gentle rain). The BAIS has appropriate psychometric properties, including high internal reliability, a coherent factor structure, and no association with social desirability ([@BHV134C20]015). It has been used in behavioral ([@BHV134C67]; [@BHV134C29]) and fMRI studies ([@BHV134C86]; [@BHV134C25]).

To assess visual imagery, we used the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ; [@BHV134C51]). In this task, participants are given 4 hypothetical scenarios and generate 4 mental images corresponding to different aspects of each scenario, forming 16 items in total (e.g., contour of faces; color and shape of trees; attitudes of body of a friend or relative). Responses are provided on a scale from 1 (perfectly clear and vivid as normal vision) to 5 (no image at all), that is, lower scores correspond to higher vividness, unlike the BAIS in which the direction of the scale is reversed. For ease of interpretation, scores were inverted so that higher scores correspond to higher vividness both in the auditory (BAIS) and visual domains (VVIQ). The VVIQ is the most frequently used self-report measure of vividness of visual imagery. It has appropriate internal reliability ([@BHV134C45]; [@BHV134C10]) and correlates with brain responses during visual perception and imagery ([@BHV134C12]).

### Auditory Stimuli {#s2b2}

The auditory stimuli used in the fMRI study consisted of 5 types of human vocal sounds. These included vowels spoken with a neutral intonation (e.g., prolonged "a"), laughter, screams, and sounds of pleasure and disgust (retching sounds). Similar to imagery processes, these vocal communicative signals are known to engage auditory systems, as well as sensorimotor and control systems involved in higher order mechanisms and social behavior ([@BHV134C78]; [@BHV134C56]). The 5 sound types were matched for duration (*M*~duration~ = 1018 ms; SD *=* 326), and 20 different examples of each were included in the experiment (they were generated by 8 different speakers, 4 women; for further details about the stimuli, [@BHV134C70]; [@BHV134C49]). A sixth condition, intended as an unintelligible distractor set, consisted of sounds created by spectral rotation of a selection of the original vocal sounds. Rotated sounds were generated by inverting the frequency spectrum around 2 kHz, using a digital version of the simple modulation technique described by [@BHV134C5]. The acoustic signal was first equalized with a filter (essentially high-pass) that gave the rotated signal approximately the same long-term spectrum as the original. This equalizing filter (33-point finite impulse response \[FIR\]) was constructed based on measurements of the long-term average spectrum of speech ([@BHV134C9]), although the roll-off below 120 Hz was ignored, and a flat spectrum below 420 Hz was assumed ([@BHV134C74]; [@BHV134C17]). The equalized signal was then amplitude modulated by a sinusoid at 4 kHz, followed by low-pass filtering at 3.8 kHz. Spectral rotation retains the acoustic complexity of human sounds while rendering them unintelligible. Rotated sounds are used in numerous imaging studies of vocalizations and speech perception ([@BHV134C71]; [@BHV134C61]; [@BHV134C78]; [@BHV134C65]; [@BHV134C15]).

MRI Acquisition and data Processing {#s2c}
-----------------------------------

MRI data were acquired using a 32-channel birdcage headcoil on a Siemens 1.5-T Sonata MRI scanner (Siemens Medical, Erlangen, Germany). High-resolution anatomical images were acquired using a *T*~1~-weighted magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence (repetition time = 2730 ms, echo time = 3.57 ms, flip angle = 7°, slice thickness = 1 mm, 160 sagittal slices, acquisition matrix = 256 × 224 × 160 mm, voxel size = 1 mm^3^). Echo-planar fMRI images were acquired with repetition time = 9 s, TA = 3 s, echo time = 50 ms, flip angle = 90°, 35 axial slices, 3 mm^3^ in-plane resolution, using a sparse-sampling routine in which sounds were presented in the silent gap between brain acquisitions ([@BHV134C19]).

### Voxel-Based Morphometry {#s2c1}

The structural images were subjected to VBM, as implemented in SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UK). SPM8 provides an integrated routine that combines segmentation into different tissue classes, bias correction, and spatial normalization in the same model (New Segment). After being re-oriented into a standard space (via manual alignment along the anterior--posterior commissure), each participant\'s *T*~1~-weighted image was segmented into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration was performed through exponentiated lie algebra (DARTEL) for nonlinear intersubject registration of the gray and white matter images ([@BHV134C1]). This involves iteratively matching the images to a template generated from their own mean, that is, sample-specific gray and white matter templates were generated.

Because we were interested in differences across subjects in the absolute "amount" (volume) of gray matter, the spatial normalization step was implemented with modulation in order to preserve the total amount of gray matter signal in the normalized partitions. This is necessary as the process of normalizing images introduces volumetric changes in brain regions; for the structural images to be aligned and matched across subjects, expansions, or contractions may be needed due to individual differences in brain structure. To account for the amount of expansion and contraction, the modulation step adjusts the normalized gray matter values by multiplying by its relative volume before and after spatial normalization (e.g., if a participant\'s temporal lobe doubles in volume during normalization, the correction will halve the intensity of the signal in this region; [@BHV134C54]). The resulting values at each voxel thus denote the absolute amount of tissue that is gray matter at that location, after having adjusted for the confounding effects of nonlinear warping. While an analysis based on modulated data (implemented in the current study) tests for variability in the amount of gray matter, an analysis without modulation tests for variability in "concentration" of gray matter ([@BHV134C2]; [@BHV134C54]). Finally, the images were transformed to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space (voxel size = 1.5 mm^3^), and smoothed using a 10 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. VBM provides a mixed measure of cortical surface (or cortical folding) as well as cortical thickness, unlike surface-based approaches, that emphasize measures of thickness derived from geometric models of the cortical surface (e.g., [@BHV134C35]). Further work is needed to specify the exact cellular basis of local differences in the amount of gray matter as measured by VBM. However, these are assumed to potentially reflect variability in the number and size of neurons or glia, or in axonal architecture ([@BHV134C53]; [@BHV134C40]).

Multiple regressions were conducted on the smoothed gray matter images. At the whole-brain level, per-participant auditory imagery scores were entered into a general linear model, including age, gender, total gray matter volume ([@BHV134C66]), short-term memory, and years of musical training as nuisance variables in the design matrix to regress out any potential confounding effects related to them. Musical training was included because this has been shown to correlate with vividness of auditory imagery ([@BHV134C67]), with the acuity of mental auditory images in performance-based tasks ([@BHV134C38]; [@BHV134C62],[@BHV134C63]), as well as with differences in brain structure ([@BHV134C27]). Regressing out variability in short-term memory is important to ensure that correlations between imagery and gray matter cannot be attributed to nonspecific factors linked to general cognitive functioning. While a memory component may be involved in imagery (e.g., [@BHV134C63]), the need to control for the general cognitive demands of the tasks has been highlighted ([@BHV134C22]; [@BHV134C85]), and this is of special relevance in the context of an off-line self-report measure as the one used here. Any voxels showing gray matter intensity \<0.05 were excluded using an absolute masking threshold to avoid possible edge effects around the border between gray matter and white matter. Statistical maps were thresholded at *P* \< 0.005 peak-level uncorrected, cluster corrected with a family-wise error (FWE) correction at *P* \< 0.05, while accounting for nonstationary correction ([@BHV134C69]). In addition to whole-brain analysis, more sensitive region of interest (ROI) analyses were conducted within regions for which we had a priori hypotheses, based on a recent activation likelihood estimation meta-analysis of fMRI studies of imagery across modalities ([@BHV134C57]). We covered 2 networks identified by this meta-analysis, one derived from auditory imagery studies only (8 studies), and the other one from studies involving imagery across multiple modalities (65 studies). When a region was reported in both networks, we choose the coordinate of the auditory-specific one. Table [1](#BHV134TB1){ref-type="table"} presents the list of ROIs and corresponding MNI coordinates. Statistical significance within these ROIs was assessed using small volume correction ([@BHV134C82]) at a threshold of *P* \< 0.05 (FWE corrected), within spheres with 12 mm radius centered at each of the coordinates. Table 1VBM results for vividness of auditory imagery on regions previously identified to be functionally associated with auditory imagery and general imageryRegion of interestVBM resultsAreaMNI coordinatesPeak coordinates*Z* score*t*~(1,67)~*Pxyzxyz***Auditory imagery network**R superior temporal gyrus64−309n.s.L inferior frontal gyrus−4824−5n.s.−51179n.s.L putamen−21−14n.s.L superior temporal gyrus−60−3815n.s.L precentral gyrus−52147n.s.L supramarginal gyrus−58−3828n.s.R inferior frontal gyrus56382n.s.L supplementary motor area−1−1453−4−24523.223.360.03−81699−9733.263.400.03**General imagery network**L inferior parietal lobule−30−5652−28−55433.23.340.03−38−3846L superior parietal lobule−16−6254n.s.R superior parietal lobule20−665421−61513.273.410.02R medial superior frontal Gyrus620441417483.473.650.01L middle frontal gyrus−30056−35−7632.983.100.05[^2]

### fMRI Procedure and Analyses {#s2c2}

Functional and structural data were acquired on the same day. Participants were told that they would hear different kinds of sounds, and that they should listen attentively to them. They listened passively to the sounds and were asked to perform a vigilance task consisting of pressing a button every time a "beep" was presented. The sounds were presented in 2 runs of 140 echo-planar whole-brain volumes; each run lasted 21 min. The first 3 volumes from each run were discarded to allow longitudinal magnetization to reach equilibrium. Auditory onsets occurred 5.5 s (±0.5 s jitter) before the beginning of the following whole-brain volume acquisition. On each trial, participants listened to 2 randomly selected sounds of the same type. The sounds were presented in a pseudo-randomized order for each participant, and we ensured that no more than 3 trials of the same type were consecutively presented. All 120 sounds were presented twice per run (plus 9 vigilance and 8 rest/silence trials per run). Sounds were presented using Psychtoolbox ([@BHV134C7]) via a Sony STR-DH510 digital AV control center (Sony, Basingstoke, UK) and MRI-compatible insert earphones (Sensimetrics Corporation, Malden, MA, USA).

Data were analyzed using SPM8. Functional images were realigned to the first image, unwarped, co-registered to the structural image, and spatially normalized to MNI space using the parameters acquired from segmentation ([@BHV134C3]); they were resampled to 2-mm^3^ voxels and smoothed with a 10-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. The hemodynamic response was modeled using a first-order FIR filter with a window length equal to the time taken to acquire a single volume. At the first level, the 5 types of vocal sounds, the unintelligible rotated sounds, and the vigilance trials (and 6 movement regressors of no interest) were entered into a general linear model. The rest/silence trials were used as an implicit baseline. At the second level, a one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted using contrast images from the first level to identify brain regions in which the magnitude of responses varied as a function of the type of human vocalization; separate contrast images for each of the 5 types of intelligible sounds versus rest baseline were entered in this model (for a similar approach, [@BHV134C78]). The results are presented at an uncorrected threshold of *P* \< 0.005 peak level, with nonstationary correction of *P* \< 0.05 at cluster level for the whole-brain analysis.

To examine whether the neural systems involved in imagery co-localize with those involved in auditory processing, ROI analyses were conducted focusing on the regions shown to predict auditory imagery in the VBM study (at whole-brain and ROI levels); small volume correction was used at a threshold of *P*~FWE~ \< 0.05, within spheres with 12 mm radius, centered at the peak of the clusters. Among these ROIs, when the one-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed an effect, a more sensitive multivariate Representational Similarity Analysis was also conducted ([@BHV134C43]). This analysis was conducted to directly explore whether there is an association between interindividual differences in the specificity of neural representations of heard vocal sounds and variation in self-report auditory imagery ratings. This was achieved by extracting data from the whole-brain t-statistic maps of each of the 5 types of intelligible vocal sounds relative to the resting baseline, and Pearson product-moment correlating these maps with each other. We used t-maps because, as they combine the effect size weighted by error variance for a modeled response, they provide higher classification accuracy in multivariate analyses; results are not unduly influenced by large, but highly variable response estimates ([@BHV134C58]). In each participant, the correlation coefficients reflecting the relationship between neural responses to each of the 5 conditions with every other condition were converted to a *z* value using a Fisher transformation so as to conform to statistical assumptions (normality) required for parametric statistical tests. These values were averaged to provide a summary statistic for each participant, a higher value reflecting higher similarity between neural responses, that is, lower discrimination between conditions; and a lower value reflecting lower similarity between neural responses, that is, higher discrimination between conditions or more distinct representations. These values were then Pearson product-moment correlated with ratings of auditory imagery.

Results {#s3}
=======

Neuroanatomical Predictors of Individual Differences in Auditory Imagery {#s3a}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

There were large individual differences in auditory imagery ratings: For the total imagery scale, ratings ranged between 2.5 and 7 (*M =* 5.12; SD = 0.87); on the Vividness subscale, they ranged between 2.86 and 7 (*M* = 4.96; SD = 0.95); and on the Control subscale, they ranged between 2 and 7 (*M =* 5.28; SD = 0.95). Consistent with previous evidence ([@BHV134C67]), vividness and control of imagery were highly correlated with each other (*r* = 0.68, *P* \< 0.001). No significant associations were found between imagery and age (total imagery scale, *r* = −0.18, *P* = 0.13; vividness subscale, *r* = −0.14, *P* = 0.25; control subscale, *r* = −0.19, *P* = 0.11), suggesting that these processes are relatively stable across the adult life span. Shapiro--Wilk tests confirmed that the ratings were normally distributed (*P*'s \> 0.13).

The goal of this experiment was to determine whether individual differences in how people perceive auditory images can be predicted from differences in brain morphology. A first whole-brain analysis focusing on the total imagery ratings (average of the 2 scales) revealed that higher ratings correlated with larger gray matter volume in a cluster with a peak voxel in the left paracentral lobule, extending to the right paracentral lobule, left precuneus, and left superior frontal gyrus (cluster size = 3369 voxels, *P*~FWE~ = 0.03; MNI coordinate for peak voxel: *x* = −8, *y* = −12, *z* = 69, *t*~(1,67)~ = 3.63, *Z* = 3.45, *P* \< 0.001 uncorrected). No associations were found between higher imagery ratings and decreased gray matter (for the negative contrast, lowest *P*~FWE~ = 0.43). To directly investigate the structural predictors of each of the 2 auditory imagery components, whole-brain analyses were also conducted on vividness and control ratings separately (we refrained from including the 2 subscales in the same design matrix because they were very highly correlated with each other). For individual differences in control of imagery, no clusters survived correction, either for positive or for negative correlations (lowest *P*~FWE~ = 0.26). For vividness of imagery, on the other hand, a positive correlation was found with regional gray matter volume in a cluster with a peak voxel situated within the left SMA, extending to the left and right paracentral lobules (cluster size = 3531 voxels, *P*~FWE~ = 0.03; MNI coordinate for peak voxel: *x* = −6, *y* = −13, *z* = 67, *t*~(1,67)~ = 3.57, *Z* = 3.40, *P* \< 0.001). This cluster is shown in Figure [1](#BHV134F1){ref-type="fig"}, along with a scatterplot between gray matter residuals and vividness scores (*r* = 0.46, *P* \< 0.001). No results were found for negative correlations (lowest *P*~FWE~ = 0.84). We extracted gray matter residuals within this SMA cluster and observed that the correlation with higher vividness of imagery remained significant after regressing out variability accounted for by the other subscale, control of imagery (partial correlation, *r* = 0.34, *P* = 0.003). This indicates that the role of this structure for vividness of imagery cannot be reduced to nonspecific factors (e.g., confidence of participants in their judgments or temporal processing), as these would be similarly engaged across subscales. Figure 1.Association between gray matter volume and vividness of auditory imagery. (*A*) Cluster with peak in left SMA showing a significant positive correlation with vividness of auditory imagery in whole-brain analysis. Statistical maps were thresholded at *P* \< 0.005 peak-level uncorrected, cluster corrected with a FWE correction (*P* \< 0.05). (*B*) Scatterplot showing the association between vividness ratings and adjusted gray matter volume within the cluster depicted in (*A*).

ROI analyses, using small volume correction, were also conducted within regions hypothesized to be involved in auditory and domain general imagery generation, as identified by a recent meta-analysis of fMRI studies of imagery ([@BHV134C57]). We found positive correlations between gray matter volume and vividness of auditory imagery within 5 ROIs. Two of them are part of the auditory imagery network, and they partly overlap with the SMA cluster revealed by the more conservative whole-brain analysis (see Table [1](#BHV134TB1){ref-type="table"} for full anatomical and statistical details). The other three are part of the general imagery network: one in left inferior parietal lobule, one in right medial superior frontal gyrus, and one in left middle frontal gyrus. Additionally, a negative correlation was found between vividness of auditory imagery and the amount of gray matter in the right superior parietal lobule. Similar analyses focusing on control of imagery ratings revealed a marginally significant association between higher control and increased gray matter volume within the left SMA ROI (MNI coordinate for peak voxel within ROI: *x* = −11, *y* = −9, *z* = 72, *t*~(1,67)~ = 3.11, *Z* = 3, *P*~FWE~ = 0.05), and a negative association in the right medial superior frontal gyrus ROI (MNI coordinate for peak voxel within ROI: *x* = 6, *y* = 15, *z* = 33, *t*~(1,67)~ = 3.12, *Z* = 3.01, *P*~FWE~ = 0.05).

Functional Responses to Heard Auditory Information {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------------

In the whole-brain analysis, significant modulations of neural responses as a function of sound type were found in a number of brain regions, shown in Figure [2](#BHV134F2){ref-type="fig"} and listed in Table [2](#BHV134TB2){ref-type="table"}. Consistent with earlier work using similar stimuli (e.g., [@BHV134C78]; [@BHV134C56]), activations were largely bilateral and included the STG, precentral and prefrontal cortices, parietal regions, cuneus and precuneus, insula, and thalamus. Table 2Brain regions showing significant modulations of BOLD responses as a function vocalization type during auditory processingRegionfMRI results\# VoxelsMNI coordinates*Z* score*F*~4,220~*Pxyz*R superior temporal gyrus10 84260−248\>872.85\<0.001R superior temporal gyrus62−142\>863.28R primary auditory cortex40−2612\>855.64R insula lobe342445.9613.16R inferior frontal gyrus4416285.7212.25R inferior parietal cortex46−36483.776.31R inferior parietal cortex64−32423.676.05R postcentral gyrus38−36503.656.01R inferior temporal gyrus52−50−83.495.64R supramarginal gyrus68−30343.485.62R postcentral gyrus52−22483.455.56R insula lobe4214−143.355.33R supramarginal gyrus32−38443.325.27R postcentral gyrus38−28403.094.79R precentral gyrus46−14562.774.18L superior temporal gyrus10 449−40−3212\>871.04\<0.001L insula lobe−322666.6215.93L superior temporal gyrus−522−25.6211.86L inferior frontal gyrus−346264.598.49L inferior frontal gyrus−4416224.307.66L inferior frontal gyrus−4810164.016.89L inferior frontal gyrus−5628183.976.79L inferior frontal gyrus−408163.916.64L precentral gyrus−48−4483.866.50L inferior frontal gyrus−3638123.856.50L precentral gyrus−464323.625.93L inferior frontal gyrus−483463.485.63L precentral gyrus−480403.295.21L inferior frontal gyrus−4834163.255.13L middle frontal gyrus−3634283.255.11L cuneus6227−16−56224.799.08\<0.001L precuneus−14−58304.708.81L middle occipital gyrus−36−74304.708.81L inferior parietal lobule−30−48424.608.50L superior parietal lobule−22−64444.538.31L middle occipital gyrus−22−62344.297.64R middle occipital gyrus40−70304.297.64R precuneus6−56204.287.60R angular gyrus50−60264.167.28L inferior parietal lobule−36−40404.117.16R superior parietal lobule16−60504.077.03L inferior parietal lobule−44−40424.067.02L precuneus−4−60204.006.88R superior parietal lobule26−56463.656.02L cuneus−8−72303.345.31Cerebellar vermis5792−38−64.458.090.01R thalamus22−18−83.786.31R thalamus12−26−63.465.58R thalamus10−1023.345.32R hippocampus30−18−163.345.31L posterior cingulate cortex−8−42123.154.92[^3] Figure 2.Brain regions in which BOLD responses were modulated by sound type during the processing of heard auditory information. The dotted dark red circle denotes a 12-mm sphere centered at the peak of the SMA cluster where the amount of gray matter was shown to correlate with auditory imagery (VBM study); this sphere was used for the representational similarity analysis looking at the links between representational specificity of heard sounds and vividness of imagery. For visualization purposes, activation maps were thresholded at *P* \< 0.005 peak-level uncorrected (full details of activated sites are presented in Table [2](#BHV134TB2){ref-type="table"}).

To assess whether regions involved in auditory imagery co-localized with those involved in the processing of heard auditory information, analyses were conducted looking at hemodynamic responses within the clusters in which gray matter volume correlated with vividness imagery ratings in the main VBM study. Using small volume correction, we found that the left SMA (cluster presented in Fig. [1](#BHV134F1){ref-type="fig"}) shows significant modulation of the neural response as a function of sound type (MNI coordinate for peak voxel: *x* = −8, *y* = −2, *z* = 62, *F*~(4,220)~ = 5.51, *Z* = 3.43, *P*~FWE~ = 0.03), suggesting that this region plays a role in imagery and in the processing of heard information. Crucially, we additionally conducted a representational similarity analysis (see Materials and Methods) to examine whether this co-localization in SMA reflects the operation of converging mechanisms. Activity patterns associated with each pair of intelligible vocal sound types were compared (linear correlations, *n* = 10), the pairs were assembled, and an average similarity was computed for each participant (*M =* 0.83; SD *=* 0.1; range = 0.47--0.97); this analysis was conducted within a sphere with 12 mm radius (925 voxels). In keeping with the hypothesis that mechanisms are shared, lower neural similarity between vocal sounds correlated with higher vividness of auditory imagery, that is, participants with higher specificity of neural representations during the processing of heard auditory information also reported experiencing more vivid mental auditory images (*r* = −0.34, *P* = 0.01; after regressing out demographic and cognitive variables, as in the main VBM study, *r* = −0.42, *P* = 0.001). This association is shown in Figure [3](#BHV134F3){ref-type="fig"}. A further model was conducted to examine whether the magnitude of the distinction between intelligible vocal sounds and the condition of unintelligible sounds was also associated with imagery. We computed an average of similarity of neural responses between each type of vocal sound and rotated sounds for each participant (linear correlations, *n* = 5; neutral sounds vs. rotations, laughter vs. rotations, etc.), and found a significant correlation between lower similarity and higher vividness of auditory imagery (*r* = −0.42, *P* = 0.001; after regressing out demographic and cognitive variables, *r* = −0.50, *P* \< 0.001). This finding suggests that participants reporting higher vividness of mental auditory images not only show higher representational specificity of different intelligible vocal sounds, as they also appear to show sharper distinctions between vocal and unintelligible sounds within SMA. Figure 3.Association between lower representational similarity of functional responses to different types of heard sounds in SMA (i.e., higher specificity/fidelity) and higher reported vividness of auditory imagery.

Perceptual--functional modulations as a function of sound type were also found in three of the clusters selected from the imagery meta-analysis (and in which the amount of gray matter predicted vividness ratings in the current study; see Table [1](#BHV134TB1){ref-type="table"}): one in left SMA as well (MNI coordinate for peak voxel: *x* = −8, *y* = 0, *z* = 60, *F*~(4,220)~ = 5.52, *Z* = 3.43, *P*~FWE~ = 0.03), one in the left inferior parietal lobule (MNI coordinate for peak voxel: *x* = −32, *y* = −48, *z* = 44, *F*~(4,220)~ = 8, *Z* = 4.42, *P*~FWE~ \< 0.001), and one in the right superior parietal lobule (MNI coordinate for peak voxel: *x* = 16, *y* = −50, *z* = 50, *F*~(4,220)~ = 7.03, *Z* = 4.07, *P*~FWE~ \< 0.004). Representational similarity analyses were also conducted for these clusters. Correlations between representational similarity and vividness of imagery approached significance for the left SMA cluster (*r* = −0.23, *P* = 0.09; after regressing out demographic and cognitive variables, *r* = −0.33, *P* = 0.01), but they were nonsignificant for the left inferior parietal (*r* = −0.10, *P* = 0.48; after regressing out demographic and cognitive variables, *r* = −0.10, *P* = 0.45) and right superior parietal clusters (*r* = −0.12, *P* = 0.39; after regressing out demographic and cognitive variables, *r* = −0.09, *P* = 0.5).

These results suggest that brain regions whose structure predicts individual differences in auditory imagery, notably the SMA and parietal systems, are also engaged by processing of auditory information. A direct association between imagery and sensory-based processing could however be established for the SMA only.

Links Between Auditory and Visual Imagery {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------

From the results described so far, it cannot be determined whether the underlying mechanisms are specialized for auditory information or whether they are supramodal in nature to some extent. To shed light on this question, we investigated behavioral and neural correlations between auditory and visual imagery. Considerable individual differences were obtained in visual imagery ratings (VVIQ): ratings ranged between 1.19 and 5 (5 = maximally vivid; *M =* 3.63; SD = 0.81). A strong correlation was found between reported vividness of auditory and visual imagery (*r* = 0.57, *P* \< 0.001; see Fig. [4](#BHV134F4){ref-type="fig"}), a correlation that remains significant after regressing out demographic and cognitive variables (*r* = 0.53, *P* \< 0.001). This indicates that participants who report generating highly vivid auditory images also report generating highly vivid visual images. Additionally, higher vividness of visual imagery correlated with gray matter volume within the SMA cluster previously shown to correlate with vividness of auditory imagery (in the whole-brain VBM analysis, Fig. [1](#BHV134F1){ref-type="fig"}; MNI coordinate for peak voxel: *x* = 4, *y* = −12, *z* = 72, *t*~(1,39)~ = 3.25, *Z* = 3.04, *P*~FWE~ = 0.048). To investigate whether this association reflects unique variance associated with visual imagery (i.e., independent of auditory imagery), we correlated gray matter residuals with visual imagery while regressing out variability in vividness of auditory imagery; the partial correlation coefficient was not significant (*r* = 0.03, *P* = 0.82). No other associations between gray matter and visual imagery were found, both in whole-brain analysis and after small volume corrections within other regions implicated in imagery (Table [1](#BHV134TB1){ref-type="table"}). Figure 4.Association between vividness of visual and auditory imagery. Higher vividness corresponds to higher ratings for auditory and visual imagery.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The present study examined the structural basis of interindividual differences in auditory imagery, and how these differences reflect commonalities in sensory-based processing and mechanisms that are involved in imagery across modalities. We present 4 novel findings. First, using VBM, we established that differences among individuals in the reported vividness of auditory imagery are predicted by the amount of gray matter in the SMA, inferior and superior parietal lobules, medial superior frontal gyrus, and middle frontal gyrus. Second, in an fMRI experiment, these SMA, inferior, and superior parietal sites were also modulated as a function of vocalization type during the processing of heard auditory information. Third, a representational similarity analysis revealed that higher representational specificity of different types of vocal sounds within SMA predicts higher vividness of mental auditory images, a result that directly links sensory- and imagery-based processing. Fourth, cross-modal interactions were found at behavioral and structural levels: self-report behavioral measures of auditory and visual imagery were correlated, and individual differences in visual imagery were also predicted by the amount of gray matter in SMA. These findings are discussed in the next paragraphs.

Although a number of studies have shown that temporal, parietal, motor, and prefrontal regions are typically active during auditory imagery tasks (e.g., [@BHV134C75]; [@BHV134C25]; [@BHV134C88]), relatively little was known about which of these systems (and how) predict variability in behavioral correlates of imagery ([@BHV134C13]; [@BHV134C86]; [@BHV134C25]). Consistent with previous performance-based ([@BHV134C36]) and self-report evidence ([@BHV134C67]; [@BHV134C29]), our behavioral measure revealed that auditory imagery varies considerably across individuals. Crucially, here we show for the first time that this variability relates to differences in the local structure of gray matter. The association between higher perceived vividness of auditory images and increased gray matter volume in SMA adds to functional research reporting activity in this region during auditory imagery tasks requiring the imagination of tunes ([@BHV134C25]; [@BHV134C88]), timbre of musical instruments ([@BHV134C22]), verbal information ([@BHV134C75]; [@BHV134C50]), and anticipating sound sequences ([@BHV134C48]). It is also in accord with exploratory results showing a correlation between the magnitude of BOLD responses in SMA and higher vividness ratings during a task involving imagery of familiar melodies ([@BHV134C88]). The other regions in which the amount of gray matter predicted vividness of imagery, namely left inferior and right superior parietal cortices, right medial superior frontal gyrus, and left middle frontal gyrus were recently highlighted by a meta-analysis as part of a core imagery network ([@BHV134C57]), and they have been shown to be engaged across different kinds of auditory imagery tasks ([@BHV134C75]; [@BHV134C86]; [@BHV134C50]; [@BHV134C88]).

Extending previous findings, the present study demonstrates not only that these systems are functionally implicated in imagery, but also that their structural features are diagnostic of behavioral outcomes. Our results were obtained using an off-line self-report measure that covers ecologically valid and diverse scenarios, which was completed in comfortable conditions, that is, not constrained by being inside an MRI scanner. Importantly, this measure has been shown to index mechanisms that are also involved in active, performance-based, imagery tasks. It correlates with brain activity during active imagery tasks (reversal of melodies, [@BHV134C86]; imagery of familiar tunes, [@BHV134C25]), and with performance levels in behavioral tasks: pitch discrimination ([@BHV134C67]), and detection of mismatches between a probe note and the last note of an imagined sequence ([@BHV134C29]). This adds to the mounting evidence that self-report measures provide rich information about individual differences in an array of cognitive processes, and can significantly relate to brain structure ([@BHV134C39]; [@BHV134C4]). For instance, [@BHV134C39] observed that a self-report measure of everyday distractibility correlates with gray matter volume in the left superior parietal cortex, as well as with a performance-based measure of attention capture. Because of the characteristics of these measures, however, one concern regards the potential confounding effects of participants\' abilities to report on their own experience (metacognition), or of their general cognitive ability (e.g., working memory; attention). Our results are unlikely to be reducible to such processes: we controlled for performance on a short-term memory task that correlates with working memory and intelligence ([@BHV134C11]), and we showed that associations between vividness and brain structure remain significant after accounting for responses on the other BAIS subscale focusing on control of imagery, which would load on the same nonspecific metacognitive factors. Moreover, the ability to introspect about self-performance correlates with gray matter volume in the right anterior prefrontal cortex ([@BHV134C16]), a region involved in high-level control of cognition and in the integration of perceptual information with decision output. This region does not overlap with those identified here.

It was unexpected that we did not find an association between auditory imagery and the structure of STG, even after small volume correction. Auditory association areas were previously found to be more strongly activated during auditory versus others forms of imagery ([@BHV134C88]), and they have been assumed to support the reconstruction of auditory-like representations ([@BHV134C37]; [@BHV134C46]; [@BHV134C47]; [@BHV134C62]). It was further reported that the magnitude of BOLD responses within these areas predicts vividness ratings during imagery ([@BHV134C13]; [@BHV134C25]; [@BHV134C88]), even though this finding is not always replicated ([@BHV134C48]). Our null result does not weaken the well-established idea that STG plays a functional role for auditory imagery, but it suggests that macroscopic gray matter differences in this region are not a source of interindividual variability in the behavioral measure used here. This may indicate that anterior control and sensorimotor systems have a more prominent role than posterior auditory ones for individual differences in imagery, or that the structural predictors partly depend on the specific task demands. Indeed, there is fMRI and electrophysiological evidence that activity in auditory association areas is preceded and controlled by more anterior regions during imagery. [@BHV134C25] found increased connectivity between STG and prefrontal areas for imagery versus perception of tunes. [@BHV134C50] showed that activity in SMA precedes that of auditory areas during voluntary imagery, and that this timing is impaired during hallucinations (lack of voluntary control). In the visual domain, [@BHV134C6] showed that activity in frontal regions precedes that of more posterior regions, namely of occipital cortex, in a scene imagery task. In addition to being activated first, responses in frontal regions also predicted reaction times on the scene imagery task (consisting of judging whether a visually presented fragment of the scene was mirrored or not), while other regions did not. Concerning possible task effects, the self-report measure used here focuses on perceived vividness and on the sense of control over auditory images; it remains to be seen whether individual differences in performance-based imagery tasks requiring a fine-grained analysis of sound representations would reveal a structural role of STG (e.g., judging whether a probe note is mistuned or not, [@BHV134C38]; [@BHV134C62], [@BHV134C63]).

The amount of gray matter in SMA was the most robust predictor of vividness of auditory imagery, an effect found both in whole-brain analysis and in the ROI analyses based on the meta-analysis of functional studies on imagery ([@BHV134C57]). Supporting the hypothesis that imagery partly engages the network that responds to heard auditory information, we also observed that this region was modulated by vocal sound category in the fMRI study, along with other regions that are typically engaged by intelligible vocal information, such as bilateral STG (e.g., [@BHV134C78]; [@BHV134C65]; [@BHV134C15]; [@BHV134C56]). Our functional results are consistent with previous work reporting the engagement of motor systems during the processing of vocal information ([@BHV134C78]; [@BHV134C56]). We focus on vocalizations only, but these systems seem to be recruited by complex sounds more generally ([@BHV134C73]), such as music ([@BHV134C84]; [@BHV134C25]), degraded speech ([@BHV134C52]), and sounds derived from human actions like kissing or opening a zipper ([@BHV134C28]). Regarding the links between imagined and heard information, although previous studies observed common activations in SMA using linguistic and musical stimuli ([@BHV134C87]; [@BHV134C25]), here we went a step further: we show co-localization across structural and functional levels and, crucially, we provide the first evidence for co-variation between vividness of auditory imagery and specificity of neural representations of heard auditory information within this region. Such an association is central to the argument that co-localization reflects the operation of similar mechanisms.

The SMA provides a crucial link between perception and action, and its functional attributes facilitate many cognitive and motor processes. It is involved in aspects of action including planning, initiation and inhibition, in learning new associations between stimuli and motor responses, in cognitive control processes such as switching between motor plans, and in the passive observation of grasping actions and emotional expressions ([@BHV134C78]; [@BHV134C42]; [@BHV134C89]; [@BHV134C59]). [@BHV134C59] recorded single-neuron responses in humans during the observation and execution of grasping actions and facial gestures, and found that a significant number of neurons in SMA responded to both conditions, revealing sensorimotor properties. As for the structure of SMA, previous studies demonstrated that it may vary across individuals as a function of motor learning and expertise: there is longitudinal evidence of increments in the volume of gray matter during 6 weeks of learning of a complex motor task ([@BHV134C77]), as well as cross-sectional evidence of expertise-related structural differences in gymnasts ([@BHV134C33]) and ballet dancers ([@BHV134C24]). That sensorimotor systems respond to different types of complex auditory information, even when participants are not required to perform or plan any movements, may reflect the automatic engagement of some level of sensorimotor simulation. Processing and evaluating complex sounds---human vocalizations, in the case of the current study---would involve the activation of motor representations that link sensory information to actions related to the production of those sounds ([@BHV134C28]; [@BHV134C78]; [@BHV134C73]; [@BHV134C72]; [@BHV134C56]). We argue that the same mechanism of covert simulation may support auditory imagery---an imagery-to-action pathway. Accessing auditory--motor representations may be central for the generation of different types of mental auditory images, such as vocal and musical ones ([@BHV134C21]; [@BHV134C55]; [@BHV134C88]), and the structure of sensorimotor systems may be a determinant of the efficiency of this mechanism. The perceived vividness of mental images and the representational specificity of heard information would both be shaped by how efficiently relevant sensorimotor information is retrieved.

Such an imagery-to-action pathway is unlikely to be specialized to auditory information, as other forms of imagery (e.g., visual, motor) may also have associated action components and engage sensorimotor processes to some extent. Indeed, activity in SMA is observed in functional studies conducted on nonauditory modalities of imagery ([@BHV134C18]; [@BHV134C6]; [@BHV134C57]; [@BHV134C32]; [@BHV134C88]). Furthermore, SMA is similarly active during motor imagery and execution, suggesting that movement sensations are simulated during motor imagery ([@BHV134C60]; [@BHV134C26]; [@BHV134C23]). The same was suggested in the visual domain ([@BHV134C31]; [@BHV134C76]; [@BHV134C83]; [@BHV134C59]). However, despite the suggestive evidence of cross-modal commonalities in the mechanisms supporting imagery, only rarely have different modalities been directly compared ([@BHV134C22]; [@BHV134C76]; [@BHV134C13]). We established that participants reporting highly vivid auditory images also report experiencing highly vivid visual images. That vividness of visual imagery is reflected in differences in gray matter volume in SMA, paralleling the findings for auditory imagery, suggests that converging sensorimotor simulation processes may operate across modalities. These commonalities may further reflect the fact that everyday imagery often involves multisensory components, that is, mental images are frequently not confined to one single modality ([@BHV134C34]). Even in an experimental setting in which the task requires participants to focus on a particular modality, components from other modalities may be spontaneously retrieved. When asked to generate an image of an auditory scene, for instance, concurrent visual and kinesthetic images might spontaneously appear (e.g., when imagining the cheer of the crowd as a player hits the ball---one of the BAIS items---individuals may also generate a visual image of the crowd in a stadium). In future studies, it would be interesting to examine whether the diversity of components retrieved for an auditory or visual scene may actually contribute to enhance the impression of vividness.

To conclude, the present study forms the first demonstration that interindividual differences in auditory imagery have a signature in brain structure, adding to the growing body of evidence that individual differences can be an invaluable source of information to link behavior and cognition to brain anatomy. Building upon prior functional neuroimaging studies, our results establish a role for the structure of parietal, prefrontal, and sensorimotor systems (in particular SMA) in supporting auditory imagery. In SMA, we further established links between auditory imagery, processing of heard vocal information, and visual imagery. We argue for sensorimotor simulation as a candidate mechanism for such commonalities. Future investigations could extend this work to refine the exploration of converging computations between imagery and auditory processing, for example, by including different types of perceived and imagined sounds that afford a wider range of variability in terms of the accessibility of relevant sensorimotor representations. Our focus was on links between heard human vocal information and auditory imagery mostly for voices and music (the main domains covered by the BAIS). Further work will also need to specify the microstructural basis of the large-scale anatomical differences reported here, and to determine how they are shaped by environmental and genetic factors.
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